ADVANCE PRAISE FOR

THE GREATER DIMENSIONS OF SPIRITUALITY
“Dr. Royal Satterlee reveals what the world of science, and spirituality have given
mankind, and how they complement each other. His research and insight makes him a
great teacher and his book, The Greater Dimensions Of Spirituality, is an intimate look
into the way life works. An intelligent man, a great book, a great read. Don’t miss it!”
--Dr. David J. Walker, past President of Religious Science International & Senior Pastor
of the Los Angeles Center of Religious Science
“This is a rare and easily accessible entry into the mystical realm of science and
spirituality. In this one volume you are offered the keys to create whatever your heart
desires. You are holding an unmeasurable blessing in your hands. Do not simply read
this book, make it your friend and companion.”
--Rev. Dr. Mary Manin Morrissey, Founding Minister of Living Enrichment Center, past
President of the Association for Global New Thought, & Author
“Royal Satterlee brings us this inspiring work from his own personal life experience and
from a highly evolved spiritual consciousness. The book provides loving guidance
though spiritual wisdom, scientific knowledge, scholarly information, natural laws that all
come together in a vibrational resonance to enhance our journey of consciousness
expansion into the higher realms. The book provides practical application through
prayer and mental discipline, moving us toward our ultimate Healing. The work guides
us into our true essence as we experience more and more of the higher realms,
bringing the Light from our Inner Source into physical manifestation.”
--Rev. Don and Rev. Dorothy Ann Jackson, Co-Ministers at Unity of Sarasota for 21
years
“Dr. Royal Satterlee takes the bold step from his years of experience to show how the
brilliance of science and the age old wisdom of spirituality are actually woven together.
Through the many inspiring stories from these pages of The Greater Dimensions Of
Spirituality, the reader will be awakened to what is possible, scientifically and
metaphysically, beyond their previous level of thinking. When reading this book, be
ready for your life to be enhanced in every way!”
--Rev. Dr. Christian Sorensen, Spiritual leader of the Seaside Center For Spiritual
Living, Past President of United Church of Religious Science, & Author.

“This book opens our awareness to the importance of science and spirituality resolving
issues that separate them and, in so doing, provide opportunities to resolve many of the
world’s problems by working together for the enhancement of humankind. I consider this
a ‘must read’.”
--Rev. Dr. Angelo Pizelo, Founder and Director, Emerson Theological Institute; Pastor
and Director, The Positive Living Center Of Central California
“Dr. Royal Satterlee is a clear teacher of life Principles and expresses them in a way
that provides clarity and ease of understanding. His over 30 years in ministry is
evidenced in his way of bringing religion and science together, yet again, so the world
may be offered the opportunity to verify that, indeed, we are ‘Spiritual Beings expressing
our Spirituality through our Humanity.’ - Dr. Royal Satterlee brings the core values of the
Science of Mind teaching to this writing -- in his own words, and provides the mental
tools for us to use to transform our lives and, in the process, make the world a better
place.”
--Rev. Dr. Arleen Cuffaro Bump, Senior Pastor, Center for Spiritual Living, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida & past President of Religious Science International
“In his book The Greater Dimensions of Spirituality, Dr. Royal Satterlee offers us a laser
look into the All which is everything, allowing us to more fully embrace the saying, ‘That
which we are looking for we are looking with.’ Royal is a master Ontologist--one who
studies the nature of Being. When we awaken to our own divinity we are able to look
deeply into the nature of our Being. We are guided to see ourselves and the universe in
which we live as more than solid objects existing separate and apart from the Whole.
This is the Presence wherein any and every thing is continually being made new and all
that is required to experience this reality is to have a shift in our perspective--to
consciously live in First Cause; the awareness that God is All that is. Dr. Satterlee, no
doubt one of the post modern advanced thinkers, is shattering the paradigm of three
dimensional thinking unifying us with the field of pure potential where any ‘thing’ is truly
possible. Read this book and get ready for some real shift to happen!”
--Dr. Dennis Merritt Jones, Author and 2008 Recipient of the “Ernest Holmes Legacy
Award”
“Until about 300 years ago science and spirituality were a metaphysical whole.
Meanwhile science has provided marvelous innovations and ignored the spiritual
foundations of all life and creation. THE GREATER DIMENSIONS OF SPIRITUALITY
reunites science and spirituality as integral components of the whole.”
--C. Norman Shealy, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Energy Medicine, President Emeritus of
Holos University Graduate Seminary

